Aiming at the problems in which there exists collocation between services and manufacturing tasks, multiobjective cloud manufacturing service composition optimization seldom considers the synergy degree of composite cloud services and the complexity of service composition, so a novel service composition optimization approach, called improved genetic algorithm based on entropy (IGABE), is put forward. First, the mathematical expressions of service collocation degree, composition synergy degree, composition entropy, and their related influence factors of the service composition are analyzed, and their definitions and calculation methods are given. Then, a multiobjective cloud manufacturing service composition optimization mathematical model is established. Moreover, crossover and mutation operators are improved by introducing normal cloud model theory and piecewise function, and improved roulette selection method is used to perform the selection operation. And the fitness function of the proposed IGABE is designed by combining Euclidean deviation with angular deviation. Finally, the manufacturing task of a wheeled cleaning robot is exemplified to verify the correctness of the proposed multiobjective optimization model for cloud manufacturing service composition and the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, compared with Standard Genetic Algorithm (SGA), Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (HGA), and Cloud-entropy Enhanced Genetic Algorithm (CEGA). The studied results show that IGABE converges faster than SGA and HGA and can analyze and reflect the content difference expressed by the objective functions of service composition scheme and its approximation degree to the corresponding dimensions of the ideal point vector more comprehensively than CEGA. As such, the optimal service composition obtained by IGABE algorithm can better meet the complex needs of users.
Introduction
Cloud manufacturing is a new service-oriented manufacturing mode [1] . Through virtualization and servitization of various manufacturing resources and manufacturing capabilities, it provides users with all kinds of manufacturing resources that can be accessed at any time and paid for in the form of cloud services. To meet the complex manufacturing needs of customers, fine-grained simple cloud services are combined into coarse-grained complex cloud services through service composition. Complex cloud services are executed in distributed, heterogeneous, and autonomous environments to fulfill manufacturing tasks, which are highly uncertain and dynamic. Choosing the best cloud service composition to perform manufacturing tasks successfully is one of the key issues to realize resource increment in cloud manufacturing environment [2] . Cloud manufacturing service composition optimization is a typical NP-hard problem, which has the characteristics of multiextremum, nonlinearity, multiobjective, and uncertainty [3] . It has become a hot spot in the field of cloud manufacturing research; many scholars have put efforts on such a NP-hard problem. They have studied the service composition modeling and optimization algorithm to solve the optimization problem of cost, time, profit, and other functional service quality parameters , but seldom consider the impact of nonfunctional service quality parameters in service composition. The realization of cloud manufacturing is a collaborative process that requires multiple distributed manufacturing resources to participate together. Every cloud manufacturing service execution 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering agent is in a certain social relationship, not an idealized "rigid body". In the manufacturing process, different data exchange, information transmission, and material transportation are carried out between the cloud manufacturing services. They constrain, collaborate, and compete in the whole manufacturing life cycle. The relationship between cloud manufacturing services and manufacturing tasks and the relationship between every two cloud manufacturing services directly affect the efficiency of service composition in executing manufacturing tasks. In the cloud manufacturing environment, customized product manufacturing to meet the individual needs is a normal situation, which often requires the collaborative participation of customers and cloud manufacturing service providers. Cloud manufacturing service composition needs to meet the requirements of traditional product delivery time and manufacturing cost. In addition, the collocation degree between manufacturing tasks and cloud services, the synergy degree of cloud manufacturing services in the manufacturing process, and the complexity of the state changes of manufacturing resources have a significant impact on the completion of customized product manufacturing tasks. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the cloud manufacturing service composition by taking service collocation degree, composition synergy degree, and service composition complexity as optimization factors.
The basic rule of service composition in this study is that all the manufacturing tasks generated according to the decomposition of customer manufacturing needs must be assigned to one or more cloud services to be performed. The optimal cloud manufacturing service composition scheme should be as close as possible to the ideal value of the optimization objectives such as service collocation degree, composition synergy degree, and service composition entropy. This study focuses on the improved genetic algorithm that is proposed for cloud manufacturing service composition optimization. The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) a novel improved genetic algorithm is proposed for cloud manufacturing service composition optimization; (2) mathematical models of multiple influence factors in cloud manufacturing service composition are set up; and (3) an example is given for verifying the effectiveness of the proposed improved genetic algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a comprehensive analysis of the latest researches in cloud manufacturing service composition optimization; Section 3 gives the definitions of service collocation degree, composition synergy degree, and composition entropy, as well as the corresponding calculation methods; Section 4 proposes IGABE algorithm; Section 5 analyzes and verifies the proposed algorithm through application example; and Section 6 summarizes the whole paper.
Literature Review
To find relevant literature on cloud manufacturing service composition optimization, we have summarized the methods of previous research and carefully selected the articles that are most relevant to our research. As such, existing such studies can be categorized into three groups.
The first group studied on classification, modeling, and description of manufacturing resource and capabilities in cloud manufacturing. T. Chen and Y. Wang [4] proposed a classified artificial neural network ensemble method to predict the time required for a simulated manufacturing cloud task, in which K-means was used to classify the simulation manufacturing cloud tasks, and for every task category, an artificial neural network was constructed to predict the time required for the manufacturing cloud task. Q. N. Meng and X. Xu [5] proposed a pricing model to describe the pricing mechanism of cloud manufacturing and gave a support vector regression method based on ant colony optimization algorithm to predict the price change of cloud services. Y. Zhang et al. [6] proposed a distributed decisionmaking mechanism called analytical target cascade method to optimize cloud manufacturing service configuration. Y. Liu et al. [7] studied the impact of task scheduling methods based on different workloads on system performance, such as total completion time and service utilization rate, and proposed a multitask scheduling model for cloud manufacturing, which combined the modeling of task workload, the service efficiency coefficient, and the number of services. F. Li et al. [8] proposed a two-level multitask scheduling model to schedule all subtasks decomposed by multiple heterogeneous tasks in a cloud manufacturing environment for maximum benefit. S. Huang et al. [9] divided the ondemand supply model of manufacturing cloud services into four submodels: on-demand supply, on-demand combination, on-demand design, and on-demand research, and a two-dimensional space-time optimization model describing the optimization mechanism among personalization, cost, and response time was established. N. Liu et al. [10] proposed a multigranularity resource virtualization sharing strategy to bridge the gap between complex manufacturing tasks and underlying resources based on the analysis of three significant factors affecting the gradual decomposition of complex manufacturing tasks: workflow, activities, and resources, a resource aggregation function was constructed, and a resource clustering algorithm that mapped physical resources to virtualized resources was given. P. Yongdong [11] designed a mobile cloud service model of multiobjective wireless optical network considering network delay and energy consumption, in which the multiobjective droplet algorithm was used to find the second-best solution, and NSGA II density design method was used to improve the population diversity of multiobjective droplet algorithm. Y. X. Li and X. F. Yao [12] proposed an intelligent service composition method based on extended process calculus, which constructed cloud manufacturing service description model, interactive scenario model, and composition process model and extended process calculus semantics to describe service quality information. Y. Hu et al. [13] proposed a hybrid algorithm by fusing genetic algorithm, simulated annealing, and fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm to solve the fuzzy classification problem of cloud manufacturing resources.
The second group studied on task decomposition, resource allocation, and service matching. J. Thekinen and J. H. Panchal [14] formulated resource allocation in cloud environment as a bipartite matching problem, and four bipartite matching mechanisms including Deferred Acceptance (DA), Top Trading Cycle (TTC), Munkres, and First Come First Service (FCFS) were divided from individual rationality, stability, strategy proofness, consistency, monotonicity, and Pareto efficiency. F. Tao et al. [15] designed a hypernetwork-based cloud manufacturing service supply and demand matching simulator, which could compare the service matching results and scheduling algorithm performance. S. Rȃileanu et al. [16] put forward a design method of high availability production management system based on cloud under the condition of combining energy consumption with product scheduling and resource allocation. A. Brant and M. M. Sundaram [17] studied the micrometal additive manufacturing by electrochemical deposition under cloud condition. The horizontal deposition parameters were optimized based on the deposition resolution, and the manufacturing data were saved in the cloud for users to use on demand. M. R. Namjoo and A. Keramati [18] used resource-based theory and dematel method to solve the problem of causality between dimensionality and attribute of composite service elasticity in cloud manufacturing. G. Zhang et al. [19] decomposed the cloud manufacturing service allocation problem into enhanced Lagrange coordination model, which was solved by loosely coupled and distributed method. M. Zhang et al. [20] studied aggregated resource service allocation with capacity constraints and proposed an improved genetic algorithm to search for optimal matching results in order to achieve the minimum total cost and time. W. Zhang et al. [21] proposed an extended teaching optimization algorithm for parallel optimization of distributed manufacturing resource allocation. W. Y. Zhang et al. [22] proposed a new personalized recommendation method for manufacturing services based on hyperlink inductive topic search algorithm and Bayesian method. B. Sheng et al. [23] studied the matching process diversity, heterogeneity, and multiconstraints between the intelligent matching engine and cloud manufacturing service and established an intelligent searching engine of cloud manufacturing service based on ontology language for service.
The third group studied on service composition, evaluation, optimization algorithm, and cloud service prototype system. Taking sheet metal processing in cloud environment as an example, the minimum cost and maximum profit as the optimization objectives, and considering multiple related subfactors, P. Helo and Y. Hao [24] found a new optimization method for cloud-based production planning and control, proposed a cloud-based dynamic optimization model, and developed an optimization algorithm-based scheduling prototype system. V. B. Souza et al. [25] studied the distributed service placement strategy in the mixed fogcloud scenarios, proposed a concurrent service execution scheme, and improved the service response time. M. Lang et al. [26] identified service function, legality, contract, geographic location, and flexibility as the highest quality-ofservice criteria for cloud service selection through Delphi research on cloud service quality attributes. H. Yan et al. [27] studied the related technologies of cloud robots in intelligent manufacturing environment, including the adaptive adjustment mechanism of cloud robot network service quality, the computing load distribution mechanism of cloud robots, and the group learning based on cloud platform. J. Zhou et al. [28] improved the artificial bee colony algorithm by introducing food source disturbance synergy mechanism, diversity maintenance strategy, and new computing resource allocation scheme to deal with multiobjective service composition and optimal selection problems in complex cloud manufacturing. C. Yang et al. [29] proposed a dynamic service selection method across multiple manufacturing clouds, which utilized the real-time perception ability of the Internet of Things to service execution, the knowledge extraction ability of large data to manufacturing cloud services, and the eventdriven dynamic service selection optimization to deal with the interference from users and service markets and continuously adjust service selection. Y. Lu and X. Xu [30] studied knowledge-based service composition and adaptive resource planning in cloud manufacturing environment and proposed a service composition method based on restrictive rule set and resource availability information in manufacturing cloud to rapidly allocate resources for service requests. J. Zhou and X. Yao [31] proposed a multipopulation parallel self-adaptive differential artificial bee colony algorithm for NP-hard optimization of composite cloud manufacturing services, in which every parallel subpopulation evolved according to different mutation strategies borrowed from differential evolution, and generated perturbed food sources for foraging, and the control parameters of every mutation strategy were adjusted independently. F. Chen et al. [32] proposed a QoS-aware multiobjective optimization algorithm for Web service composition, which took QoS performance as the optimization objective and solved the multiobjective optimization model of QoS-aware Web service composition. X. Huang et al. [33] combined the genetic algorithm with the particle swarm optimization and proposed a hybrid genetic particle swarm optimization algorithm based on teaching and learning. A learning mechanism was introduced into the genetic algorithm, which enabled the descendants of the genetic algorithm to learn the characteristics of the elite chromosome from the dual memory learning. The algorithm searched for solutions and exchanges information in the two subpopulations of the genetic algorithm module and the particle swarm optimization module. Y. Li et al. [34] studied service matching degree, composition harmony degree, and cloud entropy and proposed a cloud-entropy enhanced genetic algorithm for solving the multiobjective optimization problem of cloud manufacturing service composition. C. Li et al. [35] studied cloud manufacturing service composition and optimization selection oriented to autonomy and proposed a fuzzy soft decision method based on volatility analysis. Y. Que et al. [36] proposed a new cloudoriented manufacturer-to-users model to solve the problem of optimal selection of manufacturing service composition, established a comprehensive mathematical evaluation model with four key service quality perception indicators (namely time, reliability, cost, and capability), and used information entropy immune genetic algorithm to solve the model. Y. Wang et al. [37] studied the multiobjective optimization problem of cloud manufacturing service composition quality based on emergency task perception and proposed a 4 Mathematical Problems in Engineering two-stage (namely, synthesis and reorganization) optimization algorithm. S. Zhang et al. [38] studied a fuzzy QoSaware manufacturing service composition method based on extended pollination algorithm. B. Xu and Y. Cai [39] proposed an efficient global optimization algorithm based on multidata for automotive body design. The general computing technology based on graphics processing unit and hybrid parallel computing method was used to improve the efficiency of the solution. F. Zhao et al. [40] proposed a called SPA2 algorithm based on self-adaptive selection evolutionary operator to solve multiobjective optimization problems. In the evolutionary process, the algorithm adaptively selected simulated binary crossover operator, polynomial mutation operator, and differential evolution operator according to the operator contributions.
However, the above researches rarely consider the impact of nonfunctional service quality parameters in service composition and the social relation in cloud manufacturing.
Influence Factors Modeling
. . Problem Description. Suppose that a complex manufacturing task can be decomposed into m manufacturing subtasks, namely, ={ 1 , 2 , . . . , }. In cloud resource pool, several appropriate cloud services are combined to collaboratively complete the manufacturing tasks. Each manufacturing subtask corresponds to a cloud service set, and is expressed as 1 , 2 , . . . , . The numbers of cloud services contained in the service sets are 1 , 2 , . . . , , respectively. The total number of cloud services contained in m sets is = ∑ =1 . The i-th cloud service set is represented as ={ ,1 , ,2 , . . . , , }. The m manufacturing tasks are allocated to the most suitable services in N cloud services for collaborative completion, and the allocation relationship is shown in Figure 1 [41] .
. . Service Collocation Degree Modeling. Service collocation degree (CD) is a quantitative measure of suitability between cloud manufacturing services and allocated manufacturing tasks. Many factors can affect the collocation degree of cloud manufacturing services for manufacturing tasks, such as the total number of similar manufacturing tasks performed by the cloud manufacturing service, the cloud manufacturing service activity level for a period of time, the distance between the manufacturing resources mapped by the cloud manufacturing service and the objects served, equipment status, comprehensive manufacturing capacity, service quality, the idle degree of manufacturing resources, and so on. According to the characteristics of influence factors, the factors affecting service collocation can be summarized as technical factor, hunger factor, and distance factor.
Technical factor (TF) is used to describe the technical capability of N cloud services to complete the manufacturing tasks. It is expressed by the technical matrix =(TF ij ) N×m , where TF ij (1≤i≤N, 1≤j≤m) represents the measurement of technical capability of the i-th cloud service to complete the j-th manufacturing task. The value of TF ij is described by a rank vector [0, 0.1, . . . , 1], which is mainly evaluated by referring to the cumulative number of similar manufacturing tasks completed over a period of time, service execution rate, quality of service, equipment performance, and so on.
Hunger factor (HF) is used to describe the desire level of the cloud manufacturing service to undertake and complete the j-th manufacturing task. It is represented as HF ij . The vacancy rate of manufacturing resources refers to the ratio of the number of available manufacturing resources that are not undertaken manufacturing tasks to the total number of manufacturing resources. The hunger degree is closely related to the vacancy rate of manufacturing resources mapped by cloud manufacturing services. The higher the manufacturing resource vacancy rate is, the hungrier the demand for manufacturing tasks is, and the greater the hunger factor of cloud manufacturing services. The value of hunger factor HF ij can be calculated by manufacturing resource vacancy rate. Therefore, the hunger factor matrix can be constructed, namely, =(HF ij ) N×m , where HF ij (1≤i≤N, 1≤j≤m), which represents the hunger degree of the i-th cloud service to complete the j-th manufacturing task. The value range of
Distance factor (DF) is used to describe the impact of relative distance between customer and manufacturing resource mapped by cloud manufacturing service on service collocation degree. It is represented as DF ij . For example, if cloud manufacturing resources are not in the customer's city, DF ij =0.4; if cloud manufacturing resource is in the customer's city, DF ij =0.8; if cloud manufacturing resource is in the customer's enterprise, DF ij =1. The larger the relative distance between the customer and the manufacturing resource is, the smaller the distance factor is. Otherwise, the larger the distance factor is.
Service collocation degree matrix can be calculated as follows according to technical factor TF ij , hunger factor HF ij and distance factor DF ij .
= ( ( (
where
, which represents service collocation degree of the i-th cloud manufacturing service to complete the j-th manufacturing task; , , and are the weight coefficients of the corresponding factors, and + + =1.
. . Composition Synergy Degree Modeling. Composition synergy degree (SD) is a quantitative measure of collaboration level of multiple cloud manufacturing services that are combined to complete a complex manufacturing task. The high synergy degree between two cloud manufacturing services is conducive to handy information interaction and smooth material transportation. It helps to complete the manufacturing task smoothly and shorten the execution time. On the contrary, the low synergy degree hinders the smooth information exchange and material delivery between two cloud manufacturing services, resulting in the delay of product delivery and the increase of manufacturing cost. The composition synergy degree can be measured by the time that cloud manufacturing services complete the manufacturing tasks. For example, the composition synergy degree between the cloud manufacturing service S i for the manufacturing task J i and the service S j for the task J i is calculated as follows:
where T ij is the total time taken by two cloud manufacturing services S i and S j to collaboratively complete two manufacturing tasks J i and J j ; T i is the time taken by the cloud manufacturing service S i for independently completing the manufacturing task J i ; and T j is the time taken by the service S j for the task J j . The relationship between every two manufacturing subtasks in a complex manufacturing task has a great influence on the total execution time. The total execution time of complex manufacturing task consisting of several independent subtasks is relatively easy. If the tasks J i and J j are independent and in parallel, the total execution time is = max [ , ] . If the tasks J i and J j are independent and in sequence, the total execution time is = + . The computation of the total execution time of a complex manufacturing task including interactive coupling relation is more difficult. If T i is the time taken by the cloud manufacturing service S i for independently completing the manufacturing task J i , and T j is the time taken by the service S j for the task J j , when there is an interactive coupling relationship between them, the total execution time of the complex manufacturing task can be computed as follows [42] :
where is the interactive coupling coefficient between the manufacturing tasks J i and J j , whose value range is [−1, 1].
is influenced by the frequency and level of previous cooperation, service interaction, material transportation, and so on. The higher the frequency and level of previous cooperation are, the better the smoothness of service interaction and material transportation is, and the smaller the coefficient is. Otherwise, the bigger the coefficient is.
Based on the above analysis, cloud manufacturing service composition synergy degree matrix can be established as follows:
where SD ij represents the composition synergy degree between the cloud manufacturing services S i and S j .
.
. Composition Entropy Modeling. Composition Entropy (CE)
is the quantitative measure of the complexity and orderliness of cloud manufacturing service composition. The composition entropy of an ordered and simple cloud manufacturing service composition is smaller than that of a disordered and complex cloud manufacturing service composition. The simple and orderly cloud manufacturing service composition has greater certainty in the successful completion of manufacturing tasks. According to the manufacturing system entropy calculation model established in [43] , the cloud manufacturing service composition entropy is computed as follows [43] :
where ST ij is the time when the i-th cloud manufacturing service is in the j-th state. TT i is the total time for the i-th cloud manufacturing service to complete the corresponding manufacturing task. N is the total number of cloud manufacturing services in the service composition scheme. Q i is the total state number of the i-th cloud manufacturing service.
CE i is the composition entropy of the i-th cloud manufacturing service. sum is the total composition entropy of the service composition scheme, which can be used to measure the complexity of service composition scheme. In cloud manufacturing activities, the starting work node time of the first working procedure of a part is regarded as the starting time of the part processing, and the finishing work node time of the last working procedure of a part is regarded as the ending time of the part processing. The starting work node time of the first operation of a service is regarded as the starting time of the service execution, and the finishing work node time of the last operation of a service is regarded as the ending time of the service execution. The composition entropy of a cloud manufacturing service is calculated by (5) , and the total composition entropy of the cloud manufacturing service composition scheme is computed by (6) , so as to evaluate the complexity of the service composition scheme. The bigger the composition entropy is, the more complex and unreliable the cloud manufacturing service composition scheme is, and the lower the probability of the service composition successfully completing the manufacturing task is.
. . Multiobjective Service Composition Optimization Modeling.
The purpose of cloud manufacturing service composition is to select and compose the most suitable cloud services to complete all the manufacturing tasks. The service composition scheme should meet the constraints of manufacturing time and cost and make the composition synergy degree of the cloud manufacturing services be the highest and the composition entropy be the smallest. The service composition optimization model is as follows:
where is a switching variable:
1, if the -th manufaturing task is allocated to the -th cloud service;
Mathematical Problems in Engineering 7 and are the switch variables of the j-th and kth manufacturing tasks, respectively, whose values can be obtained by (13) ; represents the service price per unit time; and EC j represents the execution cost of the j-th manufacturing task.
Equations (7)- (9) are objective functions. Equation (7) calculates the maximum value of the total service collocation degree. Equation (8) calculates the maximum value of the total composition synergy degree. Equation (9) calculates the maximum value of negative total composition entropy of cloud manufacturing service composition scheme. Equations (10)- (12) are constraints. Equation (10) indicates that the maximum execution time of manufacturing tasks must not exceed the threshold time ET 0 . Equation (11) indicates that the total execution cost of manufacturing tasks must not exceed the threshold cost EC 0 . Equation (12) indicates that each manufacturing task must be allocated to one or more cloud services to be performed.
Improved Genetic Algorithm
Cloud manufacturing service composition is a multiobjective optimization NP-hard problem. Traditional genetic algorithm is prone to premature and easy to fall into local extremum, so its optimization quality needs to be improved. In the following study, the normal cloud model [44] and piecewise function are used to improve the selection operator, crossover operator, and mutation operator of the traditional genetic algorithm, and an improved genetic algorithm based on entropy (IGABE) is designed to solve the multiobjective optimization model of cloud manufacturing service composition. The calculation process is shown in Figure 2 .
Normal cloud model is a random number set which follows normal distribution law and has stable tendency. It is described by four main parameters: expected value ExpVal, cloud entropy CloEnt, standard deviation StaDev, and hyperentropy HypEnt. The cloud particles in the normal cloud model are generated randomly and their distribution tends to be stable, so IGABE algorithm improves the mutation and crossover operators according to the special attributes of cloud particles in the normal cloud model. At the beginning of the IGABE algorithm, bigger mutation probability and crossover probability are used to improve the emergence rate of the superior individuals; at the end of the IGABE algorithm, smaller mutation probability and crossover probability are used to keep the superior individuals in the population as much as possible to accelerate the global convergence rate.
The formulas for mutation probability and crossover probability are given as follows [44] :
Crossover probability c is
Random initialization of the population Calculate the individual fitness values of the population, and calculate the maximum, minimum and average fitness values, update and save the historical optimal values.
Perform selection operation with the improved roulette method to form a new generation of population.
Calculate cloud entropy CloEnt, expected value ExpVal and hyper entropy HypEnt, and provide different individuals with different crossover probability and mutation probability.
Mutation operation
Update population evolution generation i=i+1
Calculate service collocation degree, composition synergy degree, composition entropy, execution time and execution cost. where StaDev= rand( ) × + ; CloEnt= (Φ max − Φ)/ 1 ; 1 is the cloud entropy control coefficient in crossover operator; ExpVal= Φ, where Φ is the average fitness value of the population; and HypEnt= / 2 , where 2 is the hyperentropy control coefficient in crossover operator.
Mutation probability m is In (14) and (15), cmax is the maximum crossover probability of the population; cmin is the minimum crossover probability; mmax is the maximum mutation probability; mmin is the minimum mutation probability; Φ is the fitness value of the mutation individual; Φ max is the maximum fitness value of the population; Φ min is the minimum fitness value of the population; Φ is the average fitness value of the population; and Φ is the bigger one between the fitness values of two crossover individuals. 1 , . . . , 4 ∈ [0, 1]. Given 1 = 3 = 0.4, 2 = 4 = 0.8. From the analysis of (14) and (15), both crossover probability c and mutation probability m have bigger values at the beginning of the algorithm, and their values gradually decrease with the increase of iterations. On the one hand, IGABE algorithm improves the chance of low fitness individuals participating in mutation and crossover activities, so that the individuals in the population are diverse and representative. On the other hand, IGABE algorithm protects individuals with high fitness values, and the superior individuals are given smaller mutation probability and crossover probability at the later stage of the algorithm.
The normal cloud model is mainly controlled by several main parameters such as ExpVal, CloEnt, StaEnt, and HypEnt, and the standard deviation StaEnt is mainly influenced by cloud entropy CloEnt and hyperentropy HypEnt. The perpendicularity of the normal cloud model is controlled by CloEnt. The average value of the normal cloud model is reflected in ExpVal. The cloud particles in the model fluctuate up and down around ExpVal. The fluctuating state of cloud particles is a manifestation of the discreteness. The discrete degree of cloud particles is mainly determined by HypEnt. The randomness of the normal cloud model increases with the increase of HypEnt, and its stability increases with the decrease of HypEnt. 1 is the cloud entropy control coefficient in crossover operator; 2 is the hyperentropy control coefficient in crossover operator; 3 is the cloud entropy control coefficient in mutation operator; and 4 is the hyperentropy control coefficient in mutation operator. 1 , . . . , 4 ∈ [0.1, 10]. Set 1 = 3 = 0.8, and 2 = 4 = 0.4. 1 and 3 affect the perpendicularity of the normal cloud model. The larger 1 and 3 , the larger the perpendicularity and the smaller the search range in crossover and mutation operations; the smaller 1 and 3 , the smaller the perpendicularity and the larger the search range in crossover and mutation operations. . . Encoding Method. Assume that there are b i candidate cloud manufacturing services that can fulfill the i-th manufacturing task, and the b i candidate cloud manufacturing services are queued according to the cloud service set number. IGABE algorithm chooses binary encoding method. A gene segment represents a manufacturing subtask. A gene in the gene segment represents a candidate cloud manufacturing service that can complete the manufacturing task. m gene segments are combined into a chromosome. In IGABE encoding, a gene with a value of 1 represents that the manufacturing task mapped by the gene segment is performed by the cloud service mapped by the gene; a gene with a value of 0 represents that the manufacturing task mapped by the gene segment is not performed by the cloud service mapped by the gene. Gene decoding method can be obtained by gene encoding method, since they are mutually inverse processes.
The encoding scheme shown in Figure 3 can be obtained from the above encoding method. The scheme in the graph represents that there are m manufacturing subtasks, each of which corresponds to a set including b i candidate cloud manufacturing services. The manufacturing task J 1 is accomplished by the second cloud service in the cloud service set S 1 . Its corresponding gene value is 1, and the others in the same gene segment are 0. Similarly, the manufacturing task J m is completed by the first cloud service in the cloud service set S m .
. . Fitness Function Design. The multiple objectives of cloud manufacturing service composition interact with each other and are difficult to be solved directly by ordinary mathematical methods. Cloud service users often have clear objectives and expectations for cloud manufacturing service composition. From the mathematical point of view, it is easy to solve the single objective optimization problem. The purpose of cloud manufacturing service composition can be expressed as the solution of cloud manufacturing service composition that is as close as possible to the cloud service user's expectation under the condition of limited time and so on. The cloud service user expectation is defined as the ideal point of the objective function of cloud manufacturing service composition.
IGABE algorithm uses the ideal point method to design the fitness function. There are two main methods to determine the ideal point. One is to calculate the optimal value of every single objective function through the single objective optimization algorithm to form the ideal value. Another is to specify the ideal value by cloud service user. The standard to judge the effect of service composition scheme is Euclidean deviation (ED) and Angular Deviation (AD). ED refers to the Euclidean distance between the ideal point and the objective function value. AD refers to the angle between the objective function value vector and the ideal point vector * . The smaller the ED and AD, the better the service composition scheme; the larger the ED and AD, the worse the service composition scheme. Euclidean deviation can be calculated as follows:
where * is the j-th objective function value of the ideal point; is the j-th objective function value of cloud manufacturing service composition scheme; k denotes that there are k objective functions in the cloud manufacturing service composition scheme; and ED is the Euclidean deviation of cloud manufacturing service composition scheme. If k = 3, there are three objective functions in cloud manufacturing service composition scheme, and the Euclidean deviation formula is as follows:
The formula for calculating the cosine value of the angular deviation is as follows:
where CSD is the cosine value of the angular deviation of cloud manufacturing service composition scheme, and its unit is radian; is the objective function value vector of cloud manufacturing service composition scheme; * is the ideal point vector; and * represent the components of vectors and * , respectively; and ⋅ * represents the point product of vectors and * . The angular deviation formula is as follows:
where AD is the angular deviation of cloud manufacturing service composition scheme. If k = 3, the angular deviation formula is as follows:
The weight coefficients are given according to the different importance of 1 , 2 , 3 , ED, and AD. The fitness function of IGABE algorithm is designed as follows:
If k = 3, the formula changes to
where Γ is a sufficiently large positive number; Φ is the fitness function value of the i-th service composition scheme;
1 , 2 , and 3 are the objective function values of the i-th service composition scheme; 1 , 2 , and 3 are the weight coefficients of the objective functions, and 1 + 2 + 3 =1; and 1 and 2 are the weight coefficients of the Euclidean deviation and the angular deviation respectively, and 1 + 2 =1. The three objective function values affect the calculation of Euclidean deviation and angular deviation and ultimately affect the fitness function value. Each objective function has different importance to the fitness function of IGABE algorithm, and the three objective functions can be given different weight coefficients. The sum of the weight coefficients of the three objective functions is equal to 1, which is helpful for calculating the fitness function and evaluating the importance of the three objective functions. The sum of the weight coefficients of the Euclidean deviation and the angular deviation is equal to 1, which is helpful for evaluating the importance of the two deviations and calculating the fitness function. When the cosine value of the angle between the two service composition objective function value vectors is close to 1, namely, the angular deviation is close to 0 rad, the two service composition schemes are similar, which can be used for service composition classification and characteristic analysis. The smaller the angular deviation, the higher the similarity between the two service composition schemes. The larger the angular deviation, the more irrelevant the two service composition schemes. The angular deviation uses the cosine value of the angle between two service composition objective function value vectors as a measure of the difference between two service composition individuals. Compared with Euclidean deviation, angular deviation pays more attention to the difference of direction between two service composition objective function value vectors. Euclidean deviation measures the absolute distance between two service composition objective function values in space, which is directly related to the location coordinates of the service composition objective function values. When the Euclidean distance of two service composition objective function values equals 0 and the angular deviation equals 0 rad, the two service composition schemes are identical, which helps to delete the duplicate service composition schemes in the process of service composition. Angular deviation measures the angle between two service composition objective function value vectors, which is more reflected in the difference in direction than in position. Euclidean deviation and angular deviation have different calculation methods and measurement characteristics. Euclidean deviation can reflect the absolute difference of individual numerical characteristics of service composition objective functions, so it is more used to analyze the difference from the vector dimension of service composition objective functions. Angular deviation mainly distinguishes differences from the direction, but it is insensitive to the absolute value of the objective function. Therefore, it is more used to analyze the similarity and difference from the type and structure of the vector dimension of the objective function of service composition. Moreover, angular deviation can correct the problem of inconsistent measurement criteria in each dimension of service composition objective function vector.
. . Selection Operation. IGABE algorithm uses improved roulette selection method to perform selection operation. Its basic idea is to select an optimal individual by roulette selection; but after an individual is selected, the selection probability of the individual will be reduced accordingly; and then such operations repeat until all the individuals are produced. The specific process is as follows.
Step . The selection probability of each individual is calculated by fitness function. In a population composed of Popsize individuals, the selection probability of the i-th individual is calculated as follows:
where f (i) is the fitness function value of the i-th individual.
Step . According to the above selection probability, the individual u is selected by roulette selection method and put into the population. P u is judged according to (24) , and a new probability is given to the individual u.
where u is an integer and ∈ [1, ].
Step . If the number of individuals selected reaches the population size, go to Step 4; otherwise, go to Step 1.
Step . Save all newly selected individuals, then return.
. . Crossover Operation. The crossover probability c is calculated according to (14) , and ExpVal, CloEnt, and HypEnt of the crossover operator are computed. IGABE algorithm uses double points crossover operation and single point crossover operation. In the early stage of the algorithm, double points crossover operation is used to expand the search space and improve the diversity of population genes. In the later stage of the algorithm, single point crossover operation is used. If the double points crossover operation is selected, two gene segments are randomly selected as the crossover points. The selected gene code in the first parent individual is exchanged with the gene code at the same location in the second parent individual, and the unselected gene codes remain unchanged, resulting in two offspring individuals. The double points crossover operation is shown in Figure 4(a) . If the single point crossover operation is selected, a gene segment is randomly selected as the crossover point. Its other operations are the same as double points crossover operation. The single point crossover operation is shown in Figure 4(b) .
. . Mutation Operation. The mutation probability m is calculated according to (15) , and ExpVal, CloEnt, and HypEnt of the mutation operator are computed. A gene segment in chromosome is randomly selected, a gene of the selected gene segment is coded at 1, and the rest of the gene segment is coded at 0, so as to generate a new chromosome. The mutation operation is shown in Figure 5 .
Application Example
The proposed IGABE is applied to the manufacturing task of the MC type wheeled cleaning robot, which can be decomposed into seven subtasks: body production subtask J 1 , driving device production subtask J 2 , cleaning device production subtask J 3 , power supply system subtask J 4 , auxiliary control system subtask J 5 , main control system subtask J 6 , and painting process subtask J 7 .
The cloud service sets available for manufacturing tasks J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , J 4 , J 5 , J 6 , and J 7 are S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 , S 6 , and S 7 in turn. The numbers of cloud services contained in the service sets are 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 2, and 2, respectively. The candidate cloud manufacturing services are arranged into a sequence according to the manufacturing task number, and the influence factor values are obtained according to the definition of service collocation degree. As shown in Table 1 , TF, HF and DF represent the three influence factors of service collocation degree, i.e., technical factor, hunger factor and distance factor. exe , con , and rep are used for execution time [hour] , longest continuous working time [hour] , and maintenance time [hour], respectively.
denotes the unit time cost [dollar/hour]. Set =0.4, =0.3, and =0.3. The service collocation degree CD can be computed according to (1) . The service composition entropy CE can be calculated according to (6) .
According to (4), the composition synergy degree matrix of the manufacturing task is computed as follows: 
where all of the diagonal elements in the matrix are 1; nondiagonal elements are matrices with different dimensions, for example, SD 13 is a 2×4 matrix, which is the composition synergy degree of two candidate cloud manufacturing services for the manufacturing task J 1 and four candidate cloud manufacturing services for the manufacturing task J 3 , and so are the other elements in the matrix . All elements of the matrix are calculated as shown in Table 2 . The improved genetic algorithm is programmed with MATLAB R2015a. The population size is set to 60, namely, Popsize=60, and the largest evolution generation is set to 160, namely, Maxgen=160. Set D=100. The delivery deadline is 450, and the cost constraint is 19000, namely, ET 0 ≤ 450, and EC 0 ≤ 19000. The weight coefficients of the three objective functions are 0.4, 0.4, and 0.2, namely, 1 =0.4, 2 =0.4, and 3 =0.2. The weight coefficients of Euclidean deviation and angular deviation are set to 0.5, namely, 1 =0.5 and 2 =0.5. According to the single objective function optimization algorithm, the ideal point can be solved, namely, 5.15, 19.035, and 7.317. After fifty-seven iterations of the IGABE, the optimal fitness of the population is 99.974. The chromosome code of the optimal scheme is 100010010010101010. The Euclidean deviation between the optimal value of the service composition scheme and the ideal point is 1.170, and the angular deviation is 0.055 rad. The values of sum , sum , sum , sum , and sum are 4.73, 18.586, 8.313, 415, and 14058, respectively. As shown in Figure 6 , the meaning of the chromosome code is that the manufacturing task J 1 is delegated to the first cloud service in the cloud service set S 1 ; task J 2 to the third cloud service in the cloud service set S 2 ; task J 3 to the third cloud service in the cloud service set S 3 ; task J 4 to the second cloud service in the cloud service set S 4 ; Offspring:
The second gene encoding in the gene segment 2 is set to 1 for mutation operation.
Gene segment 4 
Service sets:
Tasks:
Genes:
Services: Figure 6 : The optimal solution of the MC type wheeled cleaning robot manufacturing task. task J 5 to the second cloud service in the cloud service set S 5 ; task J 6 to the first cloud service in the cloud service set S 6 ; and task J 7 to the first cloud service in the cloud service set S 7 . The average run time of the algorithm is 13.66s, and the evolution curves are shown in Figure 7 . Figure 7 (a) shows the evolution curve of the optimal individual fitness. Figure 7 (b) shows the service collocation degree evolution curve. Figure 7 (c) shows the composition synergy degree evolution curve. Figure 7(d) shows the composition entropy evolution curve. Figure 7 (e) shows the evolution curve of service composition execution time. Figure 7 (f) shows the execution cost evolution curve. Figure 7 (g) shows the evolution curve of the Euclidean deviation between the optimal values of the service composition objective functions and the ideal point. Figure 7 (h) shows the evolution curve of the angular deviation between the optimal objective function value vector and the ideal point vector. Figure 7 (i) shows the three-dimensional scatter plot of the IGABE solution. It tends to be stable when the population evolves to the fifty-seventh generation. Given the same maximum evolutionary generation and population size, IGABE algorithm, traditional genetic algorithm (SGA), hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA) [45] , and cloud-entropy enhanced genetic algorithm (CEGA) [34] are used to solve the same problem. As shown in Figure 8 , the IGABE has converged to the optimal solution of the manufacturing task when it evolves to the fifty-seventh generation, the SGA has not converged until the ninety-fourth generation, the HGA converges in the seventy-first generation, and the CEGA converges in the fifty-fourth generation. Experiments were carried out on a portable computer with CPU Intel core i3-3110M, 2.4GHz main frequency, and 4G memory. The times spent by the IGABE, SGA, HGA, and CEGA are 13.66s, 22.78s, 16.79s, and 12.83s, respectively, as shown in Table 3 . The IGABE solves the problem faster than the SGA and HGA. The solving speed of the IGABE is close to that of the CEGA. The above case analysis and experimental results show that, for cloud manufacturing service composition multiobjective optimization problems, the IGABE has faster convergence speed and shorter solution time than the SGA and HGA and is close to that of the CEGA. But there are obvious differences between the IGABE and CEGA in analysis effect and content. The CEGA embodies the absolute difference of the total objective function values of different service composition schemes. The differences of service composition schemes are analyzed and reflected from the Euclidean deviation between them and the ideal point. However, the CEGA is insensitive Figure 7: IGABE evolution curves. to the different-dimension value difference between the objective function value vector and the ideal point vector in the service composition scheme, and the dimension value difference with small absolute value is easily submerged by the dimension value difference with great absolute value. The IGABE combines Euclidean deviation with angular deviation, which overcomes the problem of nonuniform measurement criteria among the objective function values, and such more comprehensive analyses reflect the differences of the content expressed by the objective functions of service composition schemes and the degree of proximity to the dimension values of ideal point vector. Therefore, the optimal service composition scheme solved by the IGABE can better meet the complex needs of users.
In the process of applying the IGABE to optimize service composition, the effects of technical factor, hunger factor, vacancy rate of manufacturing resources, distance factor, collaboration level of multiple cloud manufacturing services, coupling relationship, complexity, and orderliness of service composition, manufacturing time, and cost are fully considered. Service collocation degree, composition synergy degree, composition entropy, execution time, and execution cost are taken as five variables in the optimization model. The resulting service composition scheme has better comprehensive characteristics than the general methods, as shown in Table 4 . Among the six service composition schemes shown in the table, Minimum Time Service Composition (MTSC) scheme has the smallest execution time, but its service collocation degree and composition synergy degree are smaller than the IGABE, and it has bigger Euclidean deviation and angular deviation. Minimum Cost Service Composition (MCSC) scheme has the smallest execution cost, but its service collocation degree and composition synergy degree are smaller than the IGABE, and it has bigger execution time, Euclidean deviation, and angular deviation. Maximum Collocation Degree Service Composition (MCDSC) scheme has the biggest service collocation degree, but its composition synergy degree is smaller than the IGABE, and it has bigger composition entropy, execution time, execution cost, Euclidean deviation, and angular deviation. Maximum Synergy Degree Service Composition (MSDSC) scheme has the biggest composition synergy degree, but its service collocation degree is smaller than the IGABE, and it has bigger composition entropy, execution time, execution cost, Euclidean deviation, and angular deviation. Minimum Composition Entropy Service Composition (MCESC) scheme has smallest composition entropy, but its service collocation degree and composition synergy degree are smaller than the IGABE, and it has bigger execution time, execution cost, Euclidean deviation, and angular deviation. Compared with these five service composition schemes, the IGABE has the smallest Euclidean deviation and angular deviation, and the best comprehensive performance, which help users to make more reasonable decisions from the viewpoint of cloud services. If only the execution cost and execution time are considered in service composition, without consideration of the impacts of service collocation degree, composition synergy degree, and composition entropy, it may cause user's mistake in decisionmaking and bring adverse effects on manufacturing, such as the shortcomings of MTSC and MCSC. Because their service collocation degree and composition synergy degree are very small, the manufacturing services selected from the two service composition schemes may have some problems, such as insufficient technical capability, poor service quality, low service reliability, poor information flow, logistics congestion, and so on, which may affect product quality, delivery time, and even the survival of manufacturing enterprises. For example, large multinational manufacturing enterprises like Huawei need to consider service collocation degree, composition synergy degree, composition entropy, execution time, and execution cost comprehensively when purchasing parts globally based on cloud services, because low quality service matching, unstable cooperation, low service reliability, and blocked logistics may hinder the normal manufacturing of products and threaten the survival of enterprises.
Conclusion
In order to optimize the allocation of cloud manufacturing resources and improve the execution efficiency of cloud manufacturing service composition, the multiobjective optimization problem of cloud manufacturing service composition has been studied. The main works and contributions include the following aspects.
(1) The main influence factors of cloud manufacturing service composition performance are studied and modeled as service collocation degree, composition synergy degree and composition entropy.
(2) With the constraints of manufacturing task execution time and execution cost, and the objective functions of service collocation degree, composition synergy degree, and composition entropy, the mathematical model of cloud manufacturing service composition optimization is established, which provides a multiobjective optimization solution for cloud manufacturing service composition optimization problems.
(3) An improved genetic algorithm IGABE is proposed, whose crossover and mutation operators are improved by introducing normal cloud model and piecewise function. The improved roulette selection method is used to perform the selection operation of the algorithm, and the fitness function is designed by combining Euclidean deviation with angular deviation.
(4) Taking the manufacturing task of MC type wheeled cleaning robot as an example, the correctness of multiobjective optimization mathematical model for cloud manufacturing service composition and the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed IGABE are verified. The case study results show that for cloud manufacturing service composition multiobjective optimization problem, the IGABE has better solution quality and shorter solution time than the SGA. The HGA gets the same optimization results as the IGABE, but its convergence speed is inferior to the IGABE. The convergence speed of the IGABE is close to that of the CEGA. The IGABE is more sensitive than the CEGA to the different-dimension value differences between the objective function value vector and the ideal point vector in the service composition scheme, and the optimal service composition scheme solved by the IGABE can better meet the complex needs of users.
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